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Where we came from…
network computes a new average voltage. When the light is suddenly decreased to its ongrnal intensity, the output voltage plunges below its original
value because the network now has a
larger average potential than it had originally. Finally, as the network renuns to
the original average value, the output
also renuns to its former state. In a biological retina the slow response of the
horizontal cells ensures that rapid fullfield changes in intensity-which might
correspond to the shadow of a predator
passing over an animal-pass through
the bipolar cells without attenuation.

day assumes that information must be operate in unpredictable environments
digitized to guard against noise and depends on their ability to represent
degradation. In a digital device, voltag- information in context. They respond
es within a certain range are translat- to differences in signal amplitude rathed into bits having a value of, say, er than to absolute signal levels, thus
one, whereas voltages within a differ- largely eliminating the need for precise
ent range are translated into zeros. calibration. The context for a neural
Each device along the computational signal may be the local average light inpathway restores the voltages to their tensity-as it is when a photoreceptor
Modeling
proper range. Digitization imposes pre- signal is balanced against
the slgnal Neural Structures in Silicon
cision on an inherently imprecise phys- from the horizontal cell network at a
ical system.
triad synapse. Or it may be the previA neuron, in contrast, is an analog ous behavior of a neural circuit itself,
HUMAN RETINA
device: its computations are based on as in the long-term adaptation of a
smoothly varying ion currents rather photoreceptor to changing light levels.
he human retina consists of
cells that conduct neural sigthan on bits representing discrete ones The context of a signal may also be
nals both within layers and from
n subsequent tests, we found our and zeros. Yet neural systems are su- some more complex collection of neuone layer to another. The silicon
sihcon retina to be subject to many perbly efficient information processors. ral patterns, including those that conretina models the functions ofMAY
the1991
of the same optical illusions that One reason is that neural systems work stitute learning.
outermost three layers-photore-$3.95
humans perceive. The most obvious il- with basic physics rather than trying
The interplay of context and adaptaceptors (rods and cones), horizonlusion is that of simultaneous contrast: constantly to work against it.
tion is a fundamental principle of the
tal cells and bipolar cells. The rods
of neural paradigm. It also imposes some
Although nature knows nota gray square appears darker when
and cones transform light into elecplaced against a white background bits, Boolean algebra or linear systems interesting constraints on neurally intrical signals; the horizontal cells,
than when placed against a black back- theory, a vast array of physical phe- spired circuits. Because only changes
meanwhile,
raspand to the average
Exploring the genetic
heritage of racehorses.
ground. Other illusions include the nomena implement important mathe- and differences convey mfonnation,
intensetysuperconductivity?
in their neighborlight
Can
anyons
explain
high-temperature
Mach bands (apparent bnght and dark matical functions. The conservation of constant change is a necessity for neuhood. Bipolar cells trzmimit a signal
The impact o f Kuwait's burning oil wells.
bands adjacent to transitions from dark charge, for example, dictates that elec- ral systems-rather than a source of
corresponding to the ratio af the
to light) and the Herring grid, in which t i c currents will add and subtract. difficulty, as it is for digital systems.
signals from rods and horizontal
gray spots appear at the intersection of Thermodynamic properties of ions When showing an image to the digital
cells through the ganglion cells,
a grid of white lines [see box on oppo- cause the current flowing into a cell to retina, for example, we must constantly
where It Is firmer processed before
site page 1 .
be an exponential function of the volt- keep it in motion, or the retina will
being delhwt-&dto the brain.
Such optical illusions provide impor- age across the membrane.
adapt and no longer perceive it. This
tant insight into the biological retina's
Working with physics helps to ex- requirement for change firmly situates
CELLS
CELLSthat it
HORlZONTAL
CEUS
Ros18 AhlDarXWE8
in the world
obrole in reducing the bandwidth of visu- plain why the most efficient digitalGANGLION
circuitBIPOLAR
in- a neural
al information and extracting only the tegrated circuits envisioned will con- serves, in contrast to digital circuits,
essential features of the image. The il- sume about 10-9 joule per operation, whose design implicitly assumes sepalusions are created because the retina whereas neurons expend only 10-16 ration between the system and the out- SILICON RETINA
sideSILICON
world.
selectively encodes visual information. joule. In digital systems, data and com-DOPED
That our retinal model also sometimes putational operations must be convertgenerates an illusory output gives us ed into binary code, a process that re-POLYSIUCONeWIRES
have taken the first step in
additional confidence in our interpreta- quires about 10,000 digital voltageMETAL WIRESsimulating the computations
tion of the principles by which the bio- changes per operation. Analog devices
done by the brain to process a
carry out the same operation in one visual image. How readily can this
logical retina operates.
The behavior of the artificial retina step and so decrease the power con- strategy be extended to other types of
demonstrates the remarkable power of sumption of silicon circuits by a factor brain computations? It may seem that
the essentially two-dimensional nature
the analog computing paradigm em- of about 10,000.
ach silicon photoreceptor mimEven more important, however, the of today's integrated circuits would
bodied in neural circuits. The digital
ics a cone cell. It contalns both
paradigm dominating computation to- capacity of analog neural circuits to severely limit efforts to model neural
HOW SILICON RETINAL CELLS ARE CONNECTED
a photosensorSilicon
andsees
adaptive
circuita cat. This retina-on-a-chip
mimics the
of cells into
the cope
human eye.
itsfunctions
response
ry that adjusts
with changing llght levels. A network of variable resistors mimics
the horiz~ntalcell layer, supplying feaback based on the average amount of llght striking nearby photorecepmrs. And bipolar cell
circuitry amplifies the difference
between the signal from the photoreceptor and the local average.
The physical layout of the chip
(above) contains circuitry in staggered blocks. Silicon areas doped
with impurities (green) are the basis for transistors and photosensors, polysilicon (red) forms wires
and resistors, and metal lines (blue)
act as low-resistance wires. The
functional diagram at the left shows
SOCCERBALL in motion shows how the delayed response of ball leaves behind a trail of excitation: bright where the dark
the arrangement of receptor circuitthe horizontal cell network affects the retina's perception. The spots have just passed; dark where bright parts have been.
ry and the hexagonal grid of variable resistors that makes up the
80
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horizontal cell network. The reBIPOLAR
sponse of the retinal circuit closely
CELL CIRCUIT
approximates the behavior of the
human retina.
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Where we came from…
A Chance to Move Perception from
Engineering to Basic Science!

?

observe

understand

model
application

Where we came from…

Physiology

- Models
- Hardware

-

Cognition
Robotics
Computation
BMI

• Develop new bidirectional methodology to understand the brain
• Merging Computational and Biological Vision
• Importance of applications in Brain-Machine Interfaces

Where we came from…
The retina: “the most approachable portion of the Brain”

Where we came from…
Event-based Cameras: A Long Incremental Quest
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Where we are …
Event-Based Cameras V1.0: Panorama

• Event-based cameras have become a commodity

his consuming process is acceptable if only few signals are
onsidered, but this turns to be a huge waste of resources
gher number of simultaneous signals are considered as it
case in images. In order to overcome these limitations and
an accurate temporal sampling of f (t), it is more efficient to
variations of f (t) just at the exact time at which they occur
3(b)), namely sampling on the other axis.
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CCAM sensors provide frame-free visual information

Properties Event Based sensors?

CCAM is generating 70
less events than a reso
equivalent 1000 fps fram
based camera
the number of events depends on the
dynamics of the scene. For standard
cameras this amount is constant.

• Amount of Data generated from a moving car per 10 miliseconds

Author et al.: Preparation of Papers for IEEE TRANSACTIONS and JOURNALS

Generating Frames is non
optimal

thor et al.: Preparation of Papers for IEEE TRANSACTIONS and JOURNALS
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gure 4: (A) Storing events into dense image-like representations like features maps, like in CNNs. (B) Instead it is possible
store events into a list in order to preserve the sparseness of the stream of events.
Author et al.: Preparation of Papers for IEEE TRANSACTIONS and JOURNALS
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High Power & High Latency

Origins of Imaging

Figure 3: Sample results from our method. The columns depict raw events, time m
result without manifold regularisation and finally with our manifold regularisation
the increased contrast in weakly textured regions (especially around the edge of the m

the results of [1]. We point out that no ground truth data is available so we are li
purely qualitative comparisons.
In Fig. 4 we show a few images from the sequences. Since we are dealing wit
dynamic data, we point the reader to the included supplementary video3 which show
sequences of several hundred frames.
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Incremental

VS

Batch or Frame

t1
Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed approach. The output of the event camera is collected into frames over a specified
time interval T , using a separate channel depending on the event polarity (positive and negative). The resulting synchronous
event frames are processed by a ResNet-inspired network, which produces a prediction of the steering angle of the vehicle.
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without resorting to partitioning the solution space; the anand negative events. The histogram for positive events is
.
gles produced by our network can take any value, not just
h+ (x, y) =
(1)
Â d (x xk , y yk ),
discrete ones, in the range [ 180 , 180 ]. Moreover, in contk 2T, pk =+1
trast to previous event-based vision learning works which
where d is the Kronecker delta, and the histogram h for
use small
we show results
the largest
and most
Figure
4:datasets,
Comparison
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method
of [1].theThe
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shows
theusing
raw
input
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negative
events
is defined
similarly,
pk =
1. The
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(due
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variability)
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+
have been used for both methods. The second
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the
results
of aBardow
histograms
and h are
stacked
to produce
two-channelet
date.
the last row shows our result. We can see that
method
more
details
eventout
image.
Events ofproduces
different polarity
are stored
in dif-(e
ferent channels,in
as untextured
opposed to a single
channelwhere
with the balbeard) as well as more graceful gray value variations
areas,
[1]
3. Methodology
ance of polarities (h+ h ), to avoid information loss due
produce a single gray value.
to cancellation in case events of opposite polarity occur in
Our approach aims at predicting steering wheel comthe same pixel during the integration interval T .
mands from a forward-looking DVS sensor [1] mounted on
a car. As
shown in Fig. 2, we propose
a learning approach
4.4
Comparison
to Standard
Cameras
3.2. Learning Approach
that takes as input the visual information acquired by an
3.2.1. camera
Preprocessing.
A correct
normalization
of input
We
have
captured
using
DVS128
as well
as a
Canon EOS60D
event
camera
and outputsathesequence
vehicle’s steering
angle.a The
and output
data is essentialcameras
for reliably training
any neural
events are
into event
by pixel-wisedifferences
accucamera
toconverted
compare
the frames
fundamental
of traditional
and event-bas
network.
Since
roads
are
almost
always
straight,
the steermulation
over
a
constant
time
interval.
Then,
a
deep
neural
eras. As already pointed out by [1], rapid movement results in motion blur for
conv
ing angle’s distribution of a driving car is mainly picked in
network maps the event frames to steering angles by solving
[−5 , 5 ]. This unbalanced distribution results in a biased
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvB2URrGT94
a3 regression
task. In the following, we detail the different
regression. In addition, vehicles frequently stand still besteps of the learning process.
cause they are exposed, for example, to traffic lights and
pedestrians. In those situations where there is no motion,
3.1. Event-to-Frame Conversion
only noisy events will be produced. To handle those probAll recent and successful deep learning algorithms are

?

Update previous result
incrementally for the single
pixel change

Compute the new 1 pixelchange frame and compute
result using the whole
frame

Incremental Event Vision: everything can be written as an
incremental event process

Where we are heading to
Replace arbitrers
• Current locks are caused
by the arbitrer that
scrambles event times
and makes computation
difficult
• Event Cameras are
becoming compressed
Imagers.

Where we are heading to: the promise

Von Neumann
bottleneck

Promise of a new path solving for:

Plateau in current main stream computing technologies

Low Power and Latency

Where we are heading to
Existing Neuromorphic Processing Hardware is based on what we know of the brain

Qualcomm Zeroth (2013)

IBM TrueNorth (2014)

Intel Loihi (2017)

BrainChip (2019)

replicate
Existing hardware is based on the concept of replicating biological
neurons into silicon

Limited use cases!

Where we are heading to
Replicating nature’s solutions is not always the optimal path to solve
an engineering problem.
understand

Understanding rather than replicating
There is a need to find the right level of abstraction

Where We Are Heading To
• We should explore new forms of events’ acquisition
• Find a better link between images and events and see how to
connect with decades of CV without losing the advantages of
events
• We need a dedicated processor adapted to the temporal
precision and sparseness of data of events and the amount of
generated data
• Event cameras are the future if we explore their temporal
properties
• New kind of engineers that undertstand neurosciences where
« biological » events are studied

